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CRAPI'ER I 
DITRODlJCTIOI 
A.nagram solviDc has been ued as a _taod to test hypotheses regardina 
a variety of concepts. Becaue anaarau have been 80 8X'tensive};y ued, they 
bave also been studied in theDlselves. These _theelololical studies have bad 
as their purpoae the definition of oharacteristics ldthin the anapua task 
that would need control when anagrau are .ed to asse •• so_ variable. In 
th18 renew, 'both. t,pes of studies will be considered. In .st studies, one 
aspect that has been larpQ' neglected, without providing endence supportiD& 
this neglect, has been that of possible sa: ditferences in either solY1Dg 
ability or the cboice of solution in anagraa probl .... 
The concept of "perceptual deteuse" was upheld in a stueb" using ana-
grau (Postman and Solo_n, 1950); while in a s1ll1lar stueb" (Keehn, 19S9), 
the sa_ pheno_non was described as a function of learning the test situa-
tion. Postman and Solomon tested subjects for recognition.ihresbolds on ten 
moderately faDliliar words (according to Thorndike and Lorge, 1944) that they 
previously failed or solved as 8naP'U8 in a competitive situation. They 
found t.hat failure in solving the anagraa resulted in the subject's ahowin& 
either sign1ticantly greater or s1p1ticantly les8 difficulty recognising the 
failure words and used this finding to argue for "perceptual defense." Keehn, 
in attellpting to account for the above results, initially ruled out, on a 
1 
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logical basis.. concern about subjects taking aipiticantly' 10npr to recol-
nile the failed vords .ince 1U1taailiar word. would take 10llier to recognize 
aDd to solve as anaarau. Beins priarily concerned with those subjects abov-
inC heipt8ned sensitivity- to the tailed VON', Keelm replicated the Post..n 
and So1o~n expen..nt uina taailiar ¥OrdI. Be reasoned that tailure in a 
siDlple situation .bould proTe .ore tbreatenina and thua, it perceptual defense 
vas operative, the ettect should be uplified. Thi. did not occur. It was 
Keehn's contention that the increa.ed .ell8itivit7 in PostMan and Solo_n's 
experiment was the result of the subjects baving learned the 1fOrdlJ however, 
when learning i. not likely to be increa.ed, sensitivit7 doe. not occur. Al-
thoup the argGJIlent alainat perceptual defense posed b7 Keehn is a 1011c&1 
one, the tact that neither experiJIenter described specific characteristic. ot 
their grouP' leaft. UDaIlnered the question as to whether the two group. were 
intrinSically' difterent at the onset (e.g., on the bui. of au:). Another 
factor JfJIl7 haft contributed to the contradicto1'7 tindings. 
The relationahip between anaaru solving abi1i't7 and anxiety baa been 
considered b7 Wigins (1957), Tallarico and Reitan (1959), and 'by Crager 
(unpublilJhed dissertation, 1960). W1g1na found that the nUllber of correct 
solutions obtained on a seriea ot _ltiple solution anagrau correlated aig-
nificantly' and neg&tiveq with both DWlber of blocking. (_aaured'by the DUIl-
ber of words .kipped) and the acores on the Tqlor Manitest Anxie't7 Scale. 
Tallarico and Reitman (1959) atteJtpted to nlidate the anasra_ teat aa 
an index of anxiety on a larger grouP (.-176), but obtained tindinp that did 
not aupport Wiagin" !v'potheai. that anagraa solving abilit7 ia an index ot 
pi 
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anxiety. The authors concluded that "it the anagram solrlng test is to be 
ued as a rapid clinical diagnostic tool ••• ," which \flains (19$6) proposed, 
If ••• there would still se .. to be the need to deterad.ne what it .. asures." In 
both these studiea there vas no Jll8ntion of the subjects I au, which ...,. apin 
have been a contributing factor in the contradicto17 findings. 
Crager (tmp1.lbUshed 1960), alao investigating the effect of anxiety on 
anagraa aolrlng abiUty, took the aa: of hia subjects into consideration in 
hie deailll altho11ch he did not apecitical~ iaolate the effecta of a. on ana-
era pertol"2llUlce. Hi. interest v.. in the intvaction between anxiety leftl 
and the decree of JllDtifttion. Wbile no sip1tloat interaction was .found in 
thia respect for the groups I certain evid8Dce specific to the au: of the sub-
jects did _rae that ftS in accord with a habit strength b;ypotheais. Both 
high and low anxious ales pertoraed as vell as low aaxioue fealea with all 
three of theae groups pertorad.ng better than high anxious fe.les. In conclu-
sion he JIlakes the statement that "sex of the subject see. to be an 1JIIportant 
variable which needs lIDre investisation in ita own r1aht. II 
Anagrams haTe been rationally' evaluated reprdina their usefulness .s 
a complex probl .. solv:t.nc task. A_1l8 and A..,na (19$9b) and Ray (l9SS) 
advocate their u •• for such studt.s while Battis (19S1) criticises anqr&lI8 
tor tbia purpose. lone of theae author. treated the question of sex differ-
ence. in pertonance of Ulacru tasks. 
The concept of set baa been a:tenaiTeq investigated through the \18e of 
anagrue. The pioneer study in this respect lIa8 done by Rees and Iarael 
(19JS) • The7 reinforced subjects on a particular 118tbod of solving the ana-
p 
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grams (specifically, by rearranging the letters aocordin& to a certain letter 
order) and found the set to be operative although subjects reported no con-
scious avareness of baving used a pattern. Based on this use of anagrau to 
inVestigate s.t, Gibson (1941) defined the type of set produced by anagrau 
as !Ia lI8ntal operation or IIl8thod, not intended, but aroused b,- the problea or 
learned in the course ot proble. solving." Davis and He.s (1962), replicated 
the Rees and Israel (193» study, ellP10T1ng a larger, DIOre heterogeneous 
pup, a JIOre STstematic method ot assessing awareness, and an additional 
.. a sure of the effectiveness of the concept and, as a result, came to contra-
dictor,y conclusions. In neither study vas the sex of the subjects controlled 
or even specified. 
Other anagraa studi.s on the concept of set bave included the influence 
of task instruction alone in induoing a disposition for a given class of solu-
tions (MaltZllllD and Morrisett, 19S3b) as vell as the effect of task 1D8truc-
tion vhen previous, training vas incongruent (MaltzlIl8ll and Morr1aett, 19S6). 
Both studies upheld the importance of task instruction. Sex of the subjects 
va. not considered in these stUdies. 
Anagrams have been used to study set according to the prinCiples of 
learning theor,y. AdaJIIaon (1959), basing his l\vpothesis on reintorcement 
theor,y, tailed to find a greater resistance to extinction in a partial rein-
forcement (SO%) group than in a group vhich had specific order of solution 
continuously reintorced (100%). He also failed to find sipificant differ-
ences between. the groups during spontaneous recover,y. HoweTer, it i8 to be 
noted that the design of the exper1laent vas such that the task in the last 
p 
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pbase differed from that in the conditioning and extinction phases in that 
there were two solutions in phase three and only one in the first two. Of 
the studies on set, Adamsonls is the only one to control for sex as a vari-
able, having matched his groups on this diJlsnsion. 
Maltzman and Morrisett (19'>2), in a study investigating the validity 
of defining tlset" in terms of Hullls habit strength b.YPothesis (sUr), conclu-
ded that lIall the variables deteraining reaction potential and the manner in 
1I'h1ch different reaction potentials interact may be detel"1ll1ners of thought." 
HoweVer, the authors take no account of sex as one of these variables. 
There have been numerous studies treating anagruas methodological17. 
Erlebacher (1962), in a global factor analTtic studT, derived three -Jor 
parameters: a) vowel or cODsonant structure of the beg1nning letter of the 
solution-word; b) frequenC7 of occurence in the Encli8h lanpage of the solu-
tion-word; and, c) total bigram frequen07 of the solution-word. The etfects 
of anagram transition probabilities were also studied extensively b.1 MaTzner 
and Tresselt (19'>9, 1962) and by Beilin and Horn (1962) using the bigru and 
digram frequency tables of Underwood and Schulz (1960) and Pratt (1942) as 
their reference sources. Mayzner and Tresselt (1958), Hunter (19'>9), and 
Terooka (19'>9) have all specificallY attacked the problem of letter order 
effects on anagram solution. The effect of solution word familiarity, based 
on Thorndike and Lorge (194.4) frequency tables, has been dealt with by May-
mer and Tresselt (19.>8) and by Keehn (19'>9). Wilson (1961), in an unpub-
lished paper, attempted to produce a two solution anagram word list for which 
predictable frequency probabilities could be established. 
6, 
None of the above studies either specifically attacked the problem of 
sex differences in solving ability or solution choice. Safren I s (1962) find-
ings that anagram solving is related to word association warrants some con-
sideration be given to the studies of sex differences in word choice on asso-
ciation tests. wyatt (1932), Terman and Miles (1936), Goodenough (1942), 
Tresse1t, Leeds and M~zner (19$$), and Palermo and Jenkins (196$) all indi-
cate that such differences between the sexes do exist. And yet, in anagram 
studies on~ Crager (1960) and Wilson (1961) actua1~ discussed sex as a vari-
able in itself. 
Wilson (1961) noted that, when ta1~ing frequenqy of solution choice, 
differences existed between the males and females on SOlie of the anagrams. 
However, his results are strict~ observational and not statistical due to 
the small number of ,his subjects. Also, this investigator found that the 
list used by Wilson contained anagralU for which there were more than two so-
lutions. 
It is because of the lack of any strict~ relevant literature, and also 
because of the under~g assumption of a null ~thesis with respect to sex 
differences, that the present study was undertaken. Specifica1~, it will 
attempt to determine if there are any significant differences between normal 
male and female subjects in their choice of solution on a series of two solu-
tion anagrama. Secondarily, and only as an interest variable, it will con-
sider differences between the sexes in their times for solutions. 
CRAPI'ER II 
PROCEIlJRE 
Subjects 
Subjects were drawn from four introductory psychology classes at 
Loyola University. Of the 163 students enrolled in these classes, 134 were 
available as subjects on the day of testing. The group was composed of 57 
males and 77 females. 
Material 
The 60 anagrams employed are those which were selected and tested in a 
preliminary study (see Appendix 1). The anagrams, along with their solutions, 
appear in the order of their alphabetical letter arrangement in Table 1. The 
list was established in the following manner. 
The experimenter, using Webster's !!! Colle&iate Dictionary, Second 
Edition, first selected all possible four letter words. These were recorded 
on separate cards and filed according to their alphabetical letter order. 
For example, the words BALM and LAMB were both recorded and filed under 
ABLM. 
As a next step, preliminary anagrams were selected which met all of 
the follOWing ! priori requirements: a) only two common noun solutions possi-
ble; b) no repetition of a letter in anagram (e.g., AAGt was eliminated); 
and c) no solutions possible which are plurals of nouns (e.g., AELS was elimi-
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TABLE 1 
THE 60 ANAGRAMS EMPLOYED IN THE STUDY 
Alphabetical Solutions Alphabetical Solutions Letter Order Letter Order 
ABEK BAKE, BEAK CDEO CODE, COED 
ABLM BALM, LAMB CDLO CLOD, COLD 
ABNR BARN, BRAli CDRU CRUD, CURD 
ACEN ACNE, CANE CHIN CHIN, INCH 
ACEP CAPE, PACE ClCOR CORK, ROCK 
ACHR. ARCH, CHAR CLOT CLOT, COLT 
ACKS CASK, SACK DaID DUNE, WDE 
ACIJ.i CALM, CLAM oom GIRD, GRID 
ADEI AIDE, IDEA Do"TU DUST, STUD 
ADlfvl DAWN, WAND EFLT FELT, LEFT 
ADRW DRAW, WARD EFLU FLUE, FUEL 
AEFR FARE, FEAR EHIR HEIR, HIRE 
!EFT FATE, FEAT ELIM LIME,MILE 
AEGP GAPE, PAGE EIl-m MINE, MIEN 
AEaR GEAR, RAGE ELOR LORE, ROLE 
AEMR MARE, REAM ELRU WRE, RULE 
AERW' WARE, \iEAR EO'l'V VETO, VOTE 
AFLO FOAL, LOAF 80PR PORE, ROPE 
AGOT GOAT, TOGA EPRY PREY, PYRE 
AHLT HALT, LATH FGLO FLOG, GOLF 
AHLU HAUL, HULA FILT FLIT, LIFT 
ALl1P LAiiP, PALM GIPR GRIP, PRIG 
ALMS AU.fS, SLAM GLPU GULP, PLUG 
Al\fOT MOAT, ATOM IKLN KIIN,LINK 
AMPR PRAM, RAMP IORT RIOT, TRIO 
AMRT MART, TRAM LMPU LUMP, PLUM 
APRW WARP, WRAP LSTU LUST, SLUT 
BGRU BURG, GRUB MNOR MORN, NORM 
BLOT BLOT, BOLT IRTU RUNT, TURN 
BLCli BWN', BOWL ORTU ROUT, TOUR 
8 
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nated because it could be ALES as well as SALE and SEALJ 
This list of preliminary anagra1ll8 was then subjected to further refine-
ment on the basis of two criteria. First, at least four of six judges to whom 
the tvo solutions were presented ra.ted both of them as familia.r words. In 
addition to this, all the solutions had to appear in the Thorndike - Lorge 
(1944) frequency tables (see Table 2). 
Oonsidering each anagram, there are 24 possible permutations of the 
four letters, two of which are the solution words. In order to control for 
letter order effects in the solution of the anagra1ll8, 22 separate forms of 
each anagram were deterudned for presentation to the subjects. Test forms 
were composed such that every one of the letter orders was represented at 
least twice. The order of presentation of the 60 anagrams was randomized for 
each test form. The 22 test forms appear as Appendix 2. 
Administration 
In order to insure that every form was distributed to approximately 
the same number of subjects of each sex, the class lists were used. The test 
was administered in regular ,0 minute class periods. 
All subjects were given the following instructions. 
This is an experiment invol Ying the use of anagrams. 
Anagrams are a series of scrambled letters which need to be 
rearranged into sensible words. For exaMple, can anyone 
tell me what word this is? (E writes AEDM on the blackboard.) 
Yes, (MADE or DAME, whic'&ever was given) is correct. 
So is- (other alternative). Here is another example. 
(E writes LICEA on the blackboard.) This can be solved by 
eIther KALE or LAKE. (Pause.) Can someone tell me what the 
solution is for this anagram? (E writes ROBE on the black-
board.) Yes (or No), HERO is thi correct solution. 
TABLE 2 
THORNDIKE-LORGE (1944) FRli.'QUEICY VAlDES 
lOR THE 120 SOLlJ'fIOI WORDS 
Solution Frequeno;y Solution Frequnq Solution FreQUenO;Y Solution Frequency 
Word Value Word Value Word Value Word Value 
BAKE A HARE 14 CODE 21 WRE 14 
BEAK 15 REAM (IS) COED (II) RULE AA** 
BALM 7 WARE 18 OLOD 4 PORE 8 
LAMB 4S WEAR AA** COLD AA** ROPE A 
BARN 4, POA.L 1 CRUD ===:u: VETO 6 
BlWf , LOAF 17 CURD 2 VOTE AA 
ACNE ==== GOAT A OHm 27 PRE! 28 
am 19 TOGA 11 DOH ll**' PYRE (16) 
CAPE 34 HALT 29 CORK 11 FLOO 2 
PACE A LATH 2 ROOK AA** 0011' 26 
ARCH 34 HULl a= •• 0IDl' 2 FLrJ.' 12 
CHAR 3 HAUL 21 COL! 21 LIlT li** 
CAS! , LAMP A OOD 3 GRIP 3, 
SACK 30 PAtH 37 lIJDE 1 PRIG (10) 
CAUl A ALMS 6 GIRD 6 GULP 8 
OLAM 7 SLAM 11 GRID (14) PWG 9 
AIDE 2 HOAT 7 DUST A IIUI 2 
IDE! AA* ATOM 8 STUD 8 LIIK 24 
DAWI A PRAM ==== FEU AA* RIar 14 
WAlID 12 RAMP 1 LEPT AA* TRIO 2 
DRAW AA** MA.R'l' 5 J'LUE 2 LUMP 20 
WARD 18 TRAM 1 FUEL 21 PWM 2.3 
FARE A WARP 12 HEIR 2.3 WST 8 
FEAR AA* WRAP 4, HIRE A SLtJ'l' (9) 
FATE A BURG (8) LIME 27 KORB IS 
FEAT 1.3 QRUB 11 MILE AA* NORM (9) 
GAPE 7 BIDl' 14 MIRE AA** mnrr (15) 
PAGE AA** BOLT 27 MIEI 4 TUlUI AA* 
GEAR 9 BL()I AA**, LORE 4 ROUT 8 
RAGE 49 BOilL A ROLE 11 '!'OUR 20 
Legend: 1-49 '" One to 49 times per million words 
A .. Occurs ,0 to 99 times per Jli11ion words 
AA .. OCCUl"B 100 or more tiDles per million words 
* ... 500 most frequent words 
** ... Next ,00 most frequent words (,00-1000) 
( ) = Number of occurence8 per 18 million words 
.... "".. .,. Occuns less than once per 18 million vords 
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You will be given a list of 60 anagrams. You are to 
solve ever,y one, making them into sensible vorda. They can 
all be solved by familiar dictionar,y words. Use no proper 
nouns. If more than one solution occurs to you, write down 
on~ the first. If you need to do any figuring, do it on the 
form itself. As soon as you are finished, raise your hand. 
I will collect your paper and record the time. Once the 
test begins, ask no questions. Does anyone have a question? 
11 
Wben you receive the list of anagrams, keep it face down 
until I tell you to begin. 
The ~s were not informed of the differences in the foms nor of the number 
of correct solutions possible. 
Although no time limit was imposed, the time taken by each subject to 
complete the test vas recorded as accurate~ as possible by means of a stop 
watch. 
CHAPl'ER III 
RESULTS 
Although the 22 forms of the anagram test were originally distributed 
according to the class lists, yielding 163 possible subjects, data was finally 
available from a total of 134 subjects. This group was composed of ,7 males 
and 77 females. The distribution of the 22 forma among the subjects accord-
ing to sex is shown as Table 3. In order to determine if both sexes were 
equallT represented, the ~ test for difference between proportions was com-
puted. The obtained ~ value of 1. 62 was not significant (p<.lO). Therefore, 
the two subgroups may be considered numerically equivalent. The difference 
between the proportions of correctly solved anagrams for male8 and females 
was not significant (t-. 3050) • 
The frequency values for each pair of solution words, broken down 
according to S8%, are presented as Table 4. The table and all resulting 
statistics are based on answers which were correct for the particular ana-
gram. Thus, due to incorrect and/or incomplete solutions, the H varies. 
A chi square analysis was applied to the frequency values of each 
anagram solution for the two sexes. The resulting values appear as Table ,. 
Of the values in this table, it will be noted that five reached a probabilitT 
level of less than .10. McXemar (1962, p.69) considers the area between 
p=.lO and p=.Ol as a "region of indecisionfl with respect to acceptance or 
12 
TABLE 3 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE 22 FORMS OF THE AliAGRAM TEST 
ACCORDING TO THE SEX OF THE SUBJECTS 
Sex 
Form Male Female 
I 2 2 
II 3 3 
III 3 3 
IV 3 4 
V 3 4 
VI 3 4 
VII 3 4 
VIII 2 3 
IX 3 3 
X 3 5 
XI 3 4 
XII 3 3 
XIII 2 3 
XIV 3 4 
XV 2 4 
XVI 2 3 
XVII 2 3 
XVIII 2 3 
XIX 3 4 
XX 2 It 
XXI 3 4 
XXII 2 3 
13 
Word 
Choice 
BAKE 
BEAK 
BALM 
LAMB 
BARN 
BRAN 
CANE 
ACNE 
CAPE 
PACE 
ARCH 
CHAR 
CASK 
SACK 
CALM 
CLAM 
AIDE 
IDEA 
DAWN 
WAND 
DRAW 
WARD 
TABLE 4 
CORRECT SOLUTION FREQUENCY VALUES OF THE 60 ANAGRAMS 
FOR MALE AND FEMALE SUBJECTS--THE PERCENTAGE 
VALUES IN PARENTHESES ADD TO 100 
Groups Word Groups 
Males Females Choice Males Females 
42(74) 48(64) GEAR 20(38) 31(42) 
15(26) 26(36) RAGE 33(62) 42(58) 
17(30) 26(35) MARE 35(67) 54(78) 
38(70) 47(65) REAM 17(33) 15(22) 
43(79) 53(70) WARE 29(54) 34(45) 
11(21) 22(30) WEAR 25(46) 41(55) 
44(86) 66(90) FOAL 10(19) 21(28) 
70.4) 7(10) LOAF 42( 81) 55(72) 
22(44) 36(49) GOAT 35(64) 62(83) 
27(56) 37(51) TOGA 20(36) 13(17) 
28(64) 30(45) HALT 47( 82) 68(91) 
16(36) 36(55) LATH 10(18) 7( 9) 
15(28) 22(31) HAUL 35(65) 50(68) 
39(72) 50(69) HULA 19(35) 2.3(.32) 
32(,7) 50(67) LAMP .31(55) 50( 66) 
24(43) 25(3.3) PALM 25(45) 26(34) 
18(3,) 21(31) ALMS 6(12) 16(2.3) 
.3.3(6,) 47(69) SLAM 4.3(88) ,.3(77) 
.3.3(59) 48(6,) MOAT 44( 81) 54(7,) 
2.3(41) 26(3,) ATOM 10(19) 18(25) 
2,(48) )4(46) PRAM 6(11) 8(11) 
27(52) 40(,4) RAMP ,0(89) 66(89) 
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TABLE 4 cont' d 
Word Groups Word Groups 
Choice Males Female. Choice Males Females 
FARE 24(47) 32(44) MART 44(81) ,6(1,) 
FEAR 27(,3) 40(,6) TRAM 10(19) 19(25) 
FATE 26<>1) 39<>4) WARP 32(,8) 34(46) 
FEAT 2,(49) 33(46) WRAP 23(42) 40(,4) 
GAPE 26(46) 21(28) BURG 21(36) 26(35) 
PAGE 30(,4) ,3(12) GRUB 34(62) 49(6S) 
BLOT 21(76) 32(43) LORE 1$(28) 18(24) 
BOLT 34(24) 43(,7) ROLE 39(72) ,6(76) 
BLOW 26<>0) 34(47) LURE 16(28) 27(3,) 
BOWL 26(,0) 39(,3) RULE 41(72) 50{6,) 
CODE 42(79) ,7(76) PORE 13(23) 17(22) 
COED 11(21) 16(24) ROPE 43(77) 60(76) 
CLOD 19(35) 18(25) VErO 1,(27} 17(22) 
COLD 36(65) ,$(75) VOTE 41(73) 59(78) 
CURD 30<>6) 47(67) PREY 36(77) 40(69) 
CRUD 24(44} 23(33) PfRE 11(23) 16(31) 
CHIN 36(82) 49(74) FLOG 21(36) 23(30) 
INCH 8(18) 17(26) GOLF 3,(62) ,3(10) 
CORK 24(43) 33(4,) FLIT $( 9) 8(11) 
ROCK 32(51) 41(55) LIFT 48(91) 6$(89) 
CLOT 23(43) 25(3S) GRIP 49( 69) 61(89) 
COLT 31<>1) 46(6,) PRIG 6(11) 8(11) 
DUNE 22(39) 21(28) GULP 28(,4) 32(43) 
NUDE 34(61) ;4(72) PLUG 24(46) 42(,1) 
GIRD 8(16) 23(32) LINK 41( 81) ;9(80) 
GRID 43( 84) 48(68) KILN 7(13) 15(20) 
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TABLE 4 cont I d 
Word Groups Word Groups 
Choice Males Females Choice Males Females 
DUST 3S(61) 47(61) RIaI' 39(80) S6(80) 
STUD 22(J9) 30(J9) TRIO 10(20) 14(20) 
FELT 2S(4s) )4(44) IDMP 28(S2) 39(S3) 
LEFT 31(SS) 43(S6) PLUM 26(48) )4(47) 
FUEL 43(86) S2(81) LUST )2,,8) Sl(68) 
FLUE 7(14) 12(19) SUJT 23(42) 24()2) 
HEIR lS(28) 2S(3S) MORN 21(J7) 39{Sl) 
HIRE 38(72) 46(6S) IORM 36(63) 37(49) 
LIME 24(4" 41(S" RU1ft' 18(J2) 26()4) 
MILE 29"" )4(4S) TURN 38(68) 50(66) 
MINE 4B(94) 67(94) ROUT 20(38) 26(35) 
MID 3( 6) 4( 6) TOUR 33(62) 49(65) 
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TABLE , 
em SQUARE VAWES OBTAINED FOR THE 60 ANAGRAMS 
Solutions X2 Solutiona X2 
BAKE, BEAK 1.16 CODE, COED 0.19 
BALM, LAMB 0.)1 COLD, CLOD 1.49 
BARB,BRAlI 1.32 CRUD, CURD 1.14 
ACHE, CANE 0"1 CHDf, INCH 0.86 
CAPE, PACE 0.23 CORK, ROCK O.~ 
AReB, CHAR )"0. cr.m, COLT 0.71 
CASK, SACK 0.11 OOIE,NUDE 1.BS 
OAIH, ClAM 1.24 GIRD, GRID 4.)1**" 
AIDE, IDEA 0.26 MST,S'l'UD 0.00 
DAWN, WAND 0.48 FELT, LEFT 0.00 
DRAW, WARD 0.06 J'LUE, rtJEL 0.46 
FARE, FEAR 0.08 HEIR, HIRE 0.66 
rATE, FEAT 0.12 LIME, MILE 1.09 
GAPE, PAGE 4.'OH- MID, }(Ig 0.00 
GEAR, RAGE 0.29 IDRE, ROLE 0.19 
MARE, REAM 1.83 LURE, RULE 0.14 
WARE, WEAR 0.88 PORE, ROPE 0.02 
FOAL, LOAF 1.19 VETO, VO'J.'E 0.34 
GOAT, TOGA 6.01*** PREr, PYRE 0.16 
BAL'1', LATH 1.9$ FLOG, ao:r.r 0.16 
HAUL, HULA 0.19 FLl'1', LD"l' 0.08 
lAMP, PALM 1.48 GRIP, PRIG 0.00 
AW, SLAM 2.26 GULP, PLUG 1.38 
MOAT, ATOM 0.1$ KIUl, LINK 1.11 
PRAM, RAMP 0.00 RIOT, TRIO 0.00 
MARr, TRAM 0.84 WMP, PUJM 0.0) 
WARP, WRAP 1.89 WST, SLUT 1.)3 
BURG, GRUB 0.11 MORN, NORM 2.1~ 
BLO't, BOLT 0.26 RUN'!', TURN 0.06 
BIGI, Baa, 0.14 ROOT, TOUR 0.1) 
* IS p<.10 
** .. p<.OS 
*** .. p<.02 
11 
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rejection of the null hypothesis. In accordance with this, the five· anagrams 
will be treated separate~ as at least indicative of trends. The percentage 
values (see Table 4) will be used in this presentation since the.y represent 
a comparable base for varying Nls. 
The anagram reaching the highest level of significance was AGC1l' with 
p<.02. In this instance, females solved the anagram by the word GOAT 83% of 
the time and by the word TOGA 17% of the time while l1I8.1es solved it by the 
word GOAT only 64% of the time and the word TOGA 36% of the time. 
Two values of chi square reached the .05 level of confidence. In the 
first of these, AEGP, the solution PAGE was chosen by the females 72% of the 
time and by the males 54% of the time. The solution GAPE was given by 28% of 
the females and by 46% of the males. In the second, OOIR, the solution GRID 
was given by 84% of the males and by 68% of the females. GIRD was solved by 
16% of the males and by 32% of the females. 
At the .10 level of probability, the solution to the anagramACHR was 
ARCH in 64% of the males and 4,% of the females. Males gave CHAR 46% of the 
time while females gave it ,,% of the time. The solution to the anagram MNOR 
was NOm-r in 63% of the males and 49% of the females. Females solved this 
anagram by the word MORN ,1% of the time. Males gave this solution 37% of the 
time. 
Inspecting these five anagram choices with respect to the Thorndike -
Lorge frequencies (see Table 2), it may be noted that in two cases (AEGP and 
AG<Jl'), both males and females chose the solution word having the higher fre-
quency value. In the case of OOIR, both sexes chose the word having the 
19 
lower frequency value. Males ohose the higher value solution to ACHR, while 
females did so in the 088e of MNOR. Considering all 60 of the solution word 
pairs, both sexes ohose the more familiar word in 46 cases and the less fa-
miliar word in seven cases. In two cases, the males chose the more familiar 
word while this was true for the females in five cases. 
A comparison was made of the solution times for males and females. 
The difference between the groups was not signifioant. The results of this 
comparison are presented as Table 6. 
Group 
Males 
FeD&8.1es 
TABLE 6 
COMPARISOH or MEAl SOWTION TIMES FOR 
,7 MALE AIm 77 FEMALE SUBJECTS ON 
60 AHAGRAM TASKS 
Solution tiJlle in l'IdmItee 
Mean SD 
20.97 9.1112 
18.72 7.0908 
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CRAPI'ER IV 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this investigation was to determine if a~ significant 
differences would appear between normal males and f._les in their choice of 
solution on a two solution anagralll task. The results obtained definitely 
supported the null lv'Pothesis in 57 of the 60 cases. In two cases, ACHR and 
MNOR, the probabilit7 was between .05 and .10 and, hence, th87 were considered 
as at least indicative of a difference. In two cases the .05 level of confi-
dence was reached. Thus, for the anagratllS, AEGP and OOIR, it lIla7 be said that 
a significant difference between the sexes existed in solution choice. A more 
definite difference was found for the anagram, AOOT, which reached the .02 
level of probabilit7. It ma7 be inferred frolll these results that in the ma-
jorit7 of cases sex does not uke a difference in the answer given when a two 
choice task is involved. Using.05 level of s1gr11ficance, one would expect 
on the basis of chance alone to find three out of 60 significant differences. 
Hence, cross validation of the three obtained differences is being conducted 
in order to determine if these are true population differences and not just 
sampling errors. 
An interesting finding which resulted frolll the coDlp8.rison with the 
Thorndike - Lorge frequenC7 values was that in seven cases both sexes chose 
the less frequent solution. In another seven cases one sex or another cbose 
21 
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the less frequent word JIIOst often. This occurred twice with the females and 
five times with the males. These factors of differences in frequency choice 
offer possibilities for future investigation. 
The subsidiar,y determination of response time comparison showed that, 
within gross limits, there are no significant differences between the sexes. 
It also indicates that a So minute period for the 60 anagram task makes it a 
power rather than a speed test, since even three standard deviations from the 
mean came within this period. 
Perhaps the JIIOst important aspect of the present stu~ bas been the 
development and testing of a complete list of two solution noun anagrams and 
the establishment of frequency values for all 22 letter order permutations on 
a sizable sample. This list may serve as a prototype for future research 
employing anagrams. 
CHAPl'ER V 
SUMMARY 
The primary purpose of this investigation was to determine if there 
are differences between the sexes in the choice of solution on a series of 
anagram tasks. 
One hundred and thirty-four students in Introductory Psychology were 
tested on 60 two-solution anagram problems. The group was composed of 57 
males and 77 feDlales. Applying a chi square analysis to the frequencies of 
solution choice for males and females, it was found that in 57 out of 60 oases 
no differenoe existed between the sexes. Three anagrams reached a signifi-
cant level of probability, bowever, cross validation of these is needed to 
determine if this occurred on the basis of chance alone. Thus, the implicit 
assumption of a null ~thesis in the literature appears generally warranted. 
2) 
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APPDfDIX 1 
PIIm' STUDY ON THE COMPILATION AND PRELIMIHARY TESTING OF AN 
AlAGRAM LIST 
INTROOOCTION 
Since a review of the literature has revealed no satisfactory sample 
of anagram problema, the following stuqy was undertaken as a first step in 
the testing of sex differences. It involved, first, the compilation of a 
complete set of anagrams which met rigid specifications. Secondly, a pre-
lirJJinary testing of this list, on a s_ll sample representative of the popu-
lation to be used in the major test, was done to determine the following: 
a) the possibility of solution of all the anagrams; b) the existence of any 
systematic error (in the form of a repeated wrong solution); c) the miDim&l 
and maximal time requirements for completion of the list. 
The last problem to be considered was that of possible time differences 
between the male and female subgroups. 
PROCEDURE 
A. CO!ilation of the Ana~Listo The anagram list used in this study 
was esG lIsbed iDt1iefo~ liiimner. 
Step 1. The experimenter, using a Webster New COlle~ate Dictio~, 
(2nd Ed., 1959), selected all possible four letter words w~ were reco~ 
according to the alphabetical order of the letters in the words (e.go, BALM 
and LAMB would both be recorded under ABLM) 0 
Step 2. From this list preliminary anagrams were selected which met 
all of the following a ~ori requirements: 
a.) on two cOlJlllOn noun solutions possible 
b.) no repetition of a letter in anagram (e.g., AAGL was 
eliminated) 
c.) no solutions which are plurals of a noun (e.g., AELS was 
eliminated because it could also be ALES a8 well as SALE 
and SEAL) 
Step 3. The list was subjected to further refinement on the basi8 of 
two cri ter1a. 
a.) A t least four of six judge8 to whom the two 8o1utions 
were presented rated them as familiar words. 
27 
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b.) Both solutions BlUst appear in the Thorndike - Lorge list 
of frequenoies. 
step 4. The final list of 60 anagrams was prepared for presentation. 
a.) Sinoe four letter combinations yield 24 permutations, 
two of which are the solutiOns, 22 forms of each anagram 
stimulus were possible. A representative sample of eaoh 
of these letter combinations was included in the final 
list. 
b.) The order of presentation for the 60 anagrams was random-
ized. 
B. Preliminary Testing 2.! ~ Anagram ~. 
Subiects: The subjects for this experiment were 32 undergraduate stu-
dents enro fed in introductory psychology at Loyola University of Chicago. 
The group was composed of 19 male and 13 female students. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. ,. 
6. 
1. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
1,. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Apparatuss The list elllPloyed is presented as Table A. 
oelr 
eyrp 
pwra 
erwa 
rduc 
Ipgu 
ielm 
taul 
daei 
otag 
nrrpa 
tdsu 
lmca 
imne 
l1llba 
19fo 
efra 
itl! 
uhl 
huci 
TABLE A 
FORM AND ORDER OF PRESENTATION OF ANAGRAM STIMULI 
AS PRESENTED IN PIwr STUDY 
2l. aet! 
22. adnw 
23. egra 
24. rbgu 2,. t1co 
26. erlu 
27. otir 
28. rnmo 
29. lmas 
30. dceo 
31. lDIpu 
32. rgpi 
33. rahc 
.34. aht1 
3S. otfl 
36. utnr 
37. krco 
38. erpo 
39. ona 
40. tvee 
4l. tuo 
42. Ibto 
43. ehri 
44. i1ml 
4,. abnr 
46. uort 
47. naec 
48. emra 
49. atmr 
,0. uden 
Sl. radw 
,2. olbw 
S3. idgr 
Sh • odIc 
SSe oapg 
56. akcs 
S7. ufle 
S8. ecpa 
,9. ma1p 
60. ebka 
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Method: The list was presented to the subjects during a regular class 
period. Tbe experimenter first explained the nature of an anagram and gave 
three practice problems. The subjecta were then told to solve every anagram, 
to use no proper nouns, and to write down only the first solution should more 
than one occur to them. They were instructed to do all their figuring on the 
test paper itself and to raise their hands immediately upon completion in or-
der that the experimenter might record the time. The tests were then distri-
but,ed face down and all subjects began at the same time. 
The completed tests were then analyzed with respect to those aspects 
cited in the Introduction (supra). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Tallying the frequencies of each solution to each anagram, it was 
found that every anagram was solvable by the group although every solution 
was not equally presented. Secondly, no systematic error was found in the 
form of a repeated wrong answer. 
The time taken to complete the test ranged from a minimum of eight min-
utes to a maximum of 57.5 minutes. This latter was the only one to exceed 
50 minutes, and the median time was 19 minutes. 
In order to test for differences between the subgroups mean times were 
determined for each group. The males took an average of 20.3 minutes for com-
pletion while the females took an average of 24 minutes. The standard error of 
the mean for males was 3.47 while for females it was 3.44. The t test was ap-
plied to the difference between means. The value obtained was .~04 which was 
not Significant. 
The results obtained indicate that the list of anagrams is a satisfac-
tory list in that it not only meets logical requirements but is also empiri-
cally feasible for use as a power test. They also give preliminary informa-
tion concerning the lack of significant sex difference with respect to time 
for completion. 
An anagram list was compiled according to ! priori requirementa and 
tested on a small group of subjects in order to determine characteristics of 
the test. This was done as a prerequisite to a proposed study on sex differ-
ences in the solving of anagrams. The list was found to be adequate for this 
purpose, both logically and empirically, and the anagrams contained therein 
will be used in the major study. 
APPENDIX 2 
This section contains the 22 forms of the 60 anagrams as the.r 
were presented to the subjects. Each fona bas a different randomized 
order of presentation of the &J anagrams. 
30 
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1-1 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. EMNI 21. PRAW 41- WERA 
2. OBLW 22. RDUC 42. PRYE 
3. UROT 23. UEDN 43. RAIW 
4. AENC 24. OERP 44. LTOB 
,. ANBR 2,. FERA 4,. PGIR 
6. TUSL 26. APEC 46. CARR 
7. DnE 21. DlHC 41. MATR 
B. AOOT 2B. RCKO 4B. UNTR 
9. TeOL 29. OErV 49. PUIM 
10. ROTI 30. ABEle ,0. ECOD 
11- RMNO 31. DOL ,1. ALHU 
12. ASML 32. ABML ,2. ATMO 
13. GOFL 33. ITIP ,3. POOL 
14. RAEG 34. Alll'L ,4. ELIM 
1,. GUBR 3,. TUE ". EULR 
16. OLAF 36. RGID ,6. AMPL 
11. M! 31. LKIN ,7. UTDS 
lB. LDCO 3B. CKAS ,8. CLMA 
19. GPEA 39. FT!E ,9. RAME 
20. EHRI 40. MAPR 60. E1LU 
32· 
F .. II 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. MBA! 21. AlEC 41. DlEA 
2. APOE 22. RTIO 42. AOTO 
3. 5CHI 23. AJRB 43. PLGU 
4. MAar 24. ABm 44. OIlA 
S. LFQO 2S. PGRI 4S. OPER 
6. MARP 26. REMA 46. OBWL 
7. APML 27. EDCO 47. ALRl' 
8 .. tJtST 28. PRWJ. 48. 'lLOO 
9. POKL 29. LltRO' 49. LKII 
10. mSD 30. CJtJI!8 ,0. CKSA 
11. CHA.L 31. ALBM Sl. ILMI 
12. ALIJB 32. URTO S2. nDi· 
13. ERLO 13. CARB S.3. LDOC 
14. umtD .34. D'L'1' S4. PAm 
lS. RAW 3,. RIDG ,s. EIHR 
16. WRAE 36. I1l'r ,6. EFUL 
17. 0Ift 37. OBL'l ,7. nEA. 
18. RKOJI 38. ENMI S8. RUOD 
19. ASLM 39. UDT ,9. RCOK 
20. PIER 40. R1£AG 60. rRA.E 
33 
'-III 
lAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. A.RRB 21. tnml 41. ALMB 
2. 01'EV 22. EIRH 42. RUDe 
3. RBGU 23. LEUR 43. OPRE 
4. LlII 24. APLM 44. Nom 
5. OSAK 25. RIaD 4,. PUGL 
6. MPA.R 26. PWA.R 46. OIDE 
7. PEAG 27. REGA 47. RDA.W 
8. R'l'OI 28. RMAE 48. REPY 
9. tJ'l'OR 29. EIMI 49. HAWD 
10. !NeE 30. OLBW ,0. LOOD 
11. ELJ't1 31. AlBK 5l. I'REA 
12. IADI 32. PIGR 52. MRTA 
1). TAEr .33. LrOG 53. 1LTH 
14. 1ULH .34. EPTL 54. tJLMP 
1,. LEOR .35 .. RNMO 55. OMLA 
16. OHRA )6. RICO 56. WREA 
17. '1'LOO 37. AlLO 57. EMLI 
18. LPTI .38. DSTU 58. OAEP 
19. .lOG!' 39. LAMS 59. MATO 
20. ULTS 40. OBTL 60. EDOC 
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F-IV 
NAt1E AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. RGAE 21. LACM 4I. CEAP 
2. TAFE 22. CTVE 42. OREP 
3. AMLB 23. RBUG 43. PWRA 
4. ERIH 24. USLT 44. UNED 
,. NDM{ 25. UTNR 45. RUNA 
6. LODC 26. ELFT 46. MTAR 
7. LGFO 27. MPRA 47. RNOi-i 
B. OLBT 28. TIOR 48. PUta 
9. LITF 29. NHCI h9. UTRO 
10. tRW 30. AFOL 50. LA PM 
II. ARBN 3l. EOCD ,I. DGIR 
12. RKOC 32. ACTG 52. ~{OTA 
13. TOCL 33. IEMN ,3. REIP 
14. AERW 34. UCDR ,4. CAEN 
1, .• ATLH 3,. DSUT 55. AEKB 
16. AUHL 36. LASl\l ,6. ELUF 
17. PEGA 37. OIJt1B ,7. EAID 
18 .• LERO 38. LNKI ,8. RAEF 
19. ORAH 39. CSKA ,9. PIRG 
20. ULPM hOe EMIL 60. RMEA 
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F-V 
KAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. AIIO 21- LAKC 41. ORPE 
2. LGOF 22. EL'tF 42. ORTU 
3. RQBtJ 23. CEA.I 43. DDW 
4. KRAP 24. AMBL 44. LOER 
5. RGEA 25. IIKL 45. CRHA 
6. ATBL 26. tACS 46. PClA.E 
7. ooL 27. RArE 47. LTFI 
8. MTRA 28. PROI 48. RPEI 
9. tJTRN 29. ATo(} 49. DGRI 
10. Ram 30. M'l'AO 50. BAlm 
11. 0L'l'B 31. tRUE 51. Omf 
l2. TIRO .32. UGLP 52. RAFW 
13. NHIC 3.3. I&P 53. TEAP 
14. AKEB 34. IDIM 54. EODC 
lSI EULF .35. USTL ,5. UeRD 
16. EDAI .36. !ELM 56. oo.s 
17. l11'SU 37. CEPA 57. ROKC 
18. HAW 38. TOLC 58. ERHI 
19. RWAD 39. NlllA 59. AEWR 
20. tJMLP 40. OCDL 60. AEMR 
36 
r-VI 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
l. RP!E 21. RWDA 41. LeAM 
2. UDCR 22. LUER 42. KASC 
3. RA.MT 23. OVTE 43. REAJ' 
4. OLTO 24. AToo 44. RauB 
5. RAWP 25. HACR 45. ETLF 
6. !.REO 26. DEUlt 46. ADE 
7. Tom 27. JILl 47. MEA 
8. IMS 28. KLAU 48. LTD' 
9. CElIA 29. OCLD 49. LOlG 
10. CM.LB )0. OCDE 50. .!REW 
11. RGIP 3l. PEOR 51. ORtJ'l' 
12. BAML 32. DIGR 52. U'l'LS 
13. AEM 33. NRTU 53. WAD 
14. UfSA 34. UOPL 54. RONM 
15. eKOR 35. TElI'A 55. IEML 
16. BERI .36. O'l'BL 56. UMPL 
17. MRPA 37. M'l'OA 57. AmR 
18. EDI! )8. mUR 58. HATL 
19. ms 39. NICB 59. OPAE 
20. EUPL 40. LMPA 60. AIIJF 
37 
F-VII 
lAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. BIER 21- OooL 41. REAl 
2. EUD 22. OCED 42. TORI 
3. DOTS 23. ULGP 43. LSAM 
4. LROE 24 .. 0JJft' 44. ClCRO 
5. IMNE 2,. PAMR 45. AmP 
6. CHAE 26. TEOV 46. 'l'FIL 
7. ORTU 27. PERO 47. HLA.T 
8. RUBa 28. mSL 48. ARWE 
9. DIRG 29. !ERG 49. E'l'FL 
10. NRlJ'l' 30. AOU 50. BAEte 
11. WBLO 31- O'1'LB 51. tJPLM 
12. FEW 32. MHOR ,2. !MER 
13. RGPI 33. LOMA 53. tmIC 
14. BLAH 34. rCAS 54. LPAM 
15. HLUA 3,. UDRC ". RYEP 
16. carL 36. RATM 56. BNRA 
17. WADR 37. GAOT 57. TFAE 
18. REID 38. HARC ,8. RPAW 
19. !ELM 39. JJmJ 59. NWDA. 
20. LO(llI' 40. BKIL 60. CPIA. 
F-VIII 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. TFLI 21. FmL 41. AWE 
2. GATO 22. TBLO 42. LSTU 
3. HCAR 23. LSMA 43. !..MAC 
4. :ttroE 24. com 44. AMItE 
S. BEKA 2,. BlUJA 4S. OFGL 
6. WAIlf 26. OELR 46. RFAE 
1. RIGP 21. WAR 47. INEM 
8. BOO 28. RMAT 48. ODte 
9. AGER 29. EIDA 49. ODCE 
10. PARM 30. NKLI ,0. ULPG 
11. HLTA 31. ILME ,1. OATH 
12. HUll 32. RUGB ,2. TFEA 
13. KOS! 33. DRIG ,3. RNA 
14. UROD 34. REUL ,4. FETL 
1,. CTOL 3,. lfl'RU ". RYPE 
16. EAOP 36. AEPa 56. CHNI 
17. MNRO 31. snru 51. LOO 
18. TEVO 38. POER ,8. ew 
19. BREI 39. TROI 59. OTUR 
20. AOFL 40. UPML 60. WBOL 
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F-IX 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. TOEV 21. HRIE 41. AEFT 
2. l'1tCA 22. OMAT 42. RWAP 
3. ARME 23. RLEU 43. AGRE 
4 .. INME 24. KSAC 44. PMAR 
,. EACN 2,. URDC 4,. lORT 
6. 0U'l'R 26. OTLO 46. WLBO 
1. UBGR 21. GOTA 41. EAPC 
8. DRGl 28. HCRA 48. MOHR 
9. FLm' 29. DtJEN 49. ClHN 
10. OLOD 30. AGEP ,0. MALP 
11. OFLG 31. SOOT ,1. BTAL 
12. RJ"EA 32. NTUR ,2. WDAN 
13. PALO 33. YEPR ,3. RIFO 
14. LMPU 34. AWER 54. BKAt 
15. ODEO 35. IADE 55. LA.BU 
16. WDRA 36. NLIK 56. TIFt 
17. RMTA 31. LSUT 57. !MEL 
18. FLEU 38. BKAE 58. MALS 
19. '!'BOt 39. NABR 59. CROl{ 
20. UPGL 40. OERL 60. PREO 
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F-X 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
l. ECAP 2l. LAW 4l. GDIR 
2. MRON 22. RillE 42. OEOD 
3. AEFR 23. WRAD 43. OMl'A 
4. FL'1'E 24. RTAM 44. AETF 
,. FULE 2,. AGPE 4,. lO'l'R 
6. ARGE 26. STDU 46. BTLA 
7. PMRA 27. MEIN 47. YERP 
8. CINH 28. &ANC 48. NARB 
9. IEHR 29. OURT 49. EARW 
10. OLDC 30. IMLE ,0. WIJ)V 
1l. OOFL 3l. TlLF ' 'l. WDNA 
12. MAPL 32. LMtTP ,2. KSCA 
13. MACL 33. TOVE ,3. CDRU 
14. MASL 34. LTSU ,4. RPGl 
1,. CRKO 3,. GTAO ". BMLA 
16. FROE 36. HRAC ,6. AREM 
17. UPt(} 37. EDNU ,7. RWPA 
lB. NUTR 3B. lAED ,8. OLER 
19. BKEA 39. NLK! ,9. TLBO 
20. FAOL 40. UBRG 60. LCOT 
41 . 
F-XI 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1- MLAS 21- RCYl'U 41. mar 
2. KCOR 22. EABK 42. FtAO 
3. LEFU 23. IKIN 43. LHA.U 
4. APGE 24. HRCA 44. TVEO 
5. StJIJr 25. EDUN 45. arAM 
6. WOFt 26. EAMR 46. NBAR 
7. WRDA 27. YPER 47. LA1:f'l 
8. RTMA 28. CDLO 48. AREa 
9. GDRI 29. OGLF 49. PRMA 
10. OEDe 30. REOP ,0. EAWR 
11. MRNO 31- UGBR 51. MALO 
12. LPMU 32. NURT 52. CNIH 
13. AFET 33. MENI ,3. IERR 
14. GLPU 34. TLOB 54. ECAN 
1,. WAPR 35. teTO ,5. LEIM 
16. GTOA 36. SAKC ,6. TLFI 
17. RPIG 37. ODOR ,1. OLRE 
18. tABM 38. RUEL 58. FTEt 
19. WNAD 39. AERF 59. ECPA 
20. IDAE 40. MLAP 60. LTU3 
42 . 
F-XII 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. EARB 21- LBUA 41. MNEI 
2. LBAM 22. MLPA 42. LEUF 
3. NBRA 23. MLSA 43. GIPR 
4. ECNA 24. OTMA 44. OLFG 
5. EPAC 25. RAI'M 45. RNTU 
6. RACB 26. TAMR 46. LUTS 
7. SCAK 27. WPAR 47. F'l'LE 
8. MOAL 28. UGRB 48. LEMI 
, 
9. lEAD 29. TOOL 49. UELR 
, 
I 
,i 
50. 
,Ii 
10. WNDA 30. WOLB IRTO 
11. ADRW 31- CDEO 51. Ttn' 
12. !FER 32. COOL 52. YPRE 
13. AF'l'E 33. CRDU 53. OREL 
14. A PEG 34. CNHI 54. !HER 
15. EAGR 35. KORO 55. TVOE 
16. EARM 36. LOOT 56. REPO 
17. ERAW 37. :ENDU 57. RTOU 
18. FLOA 38. GIDR 58. IMOR 
19. OAG'l' 39. LPUM 59. IKNL 
20. LHAT 40. SUTD 60. GLUP 
43 
F-XI11 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
l. IEDA 21- WPRA 4I. GPLU 
2. RTUO 22. TOLB 42. !REP 
3. WAH 23. tarC 43. LH'l'A 
4. VEOT 24. ~ICLA 44. !TRO 
5. MNIE 25. LFEU 45. GnP 
6. ENAC 26. HCIN 46. GRD1 
7. LIEH 27, IHRE 47. MPAL 
8. ROEP 28. WPM 48. MSAL 
9. ORLE 29. E!1AR 49. EAGP 
10. URBG 30. OATG 50. TDSU 
1I. RNUT 3I. SCKA 5I. E.ARG 
12. EBAK 32. cunR 52. RMAP 
13. NRAB 33. UERL 53. KOCR 
14. LETF 34. AFRE 54. CDOE 
15. EPCA 35. RAHC 55. ILKN 
16. AUilR 36. ENUD 56. ER~..rA 
17. SLTU 37. FILT 57. C100 
18. TARM 38. LBMA 58. OLGF 
19. TAMO 39. BV,..rO 59. FOLA. 
20. NMRO 40. ATFE 60. ADNlo1 
F-XIV 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
l. L"4EI 2l. TAOM 4l. EBKA 
2. TDUS 22. NOMR 42. EAPG 
3. UFO 23. MLPU 43. ENeA 
4. E!1RA 24. YRFS 44. ULER 
5. RCAR 25. LTAH 45. VOEr 
6. EUDN 26. 1jffiPA 46. RELO 
7. Et-lAH 27. FGLO 47. LFET 
B. GPIR 2B. ITOR 4B. BODti 
9. ADEI 29. SKAC 49. CEDO 
10. Ruar 30. EGAR 50. FITL 
1l. IDGR 3l. RMPA 5l. ATEF 
12. MPLA 32. AUJIN 52. Grot 
13. BLTO 33. OGAT 53. LM.ffi 
14. LTCO 34. CODL 54. lINK 
15. LURA 35. HCNI 55. NEIM 
16. KORC 36. IRER 56. PABC 
17. RPEO 37. URGB 57. ARllV 
lB. TMAR 38. RTNU 58. STLU 
19. NRBA 39. DeRU 59. MLAC 
20. ARFE 40. MSLA 60. LFUE 
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F-XV 
NAME AGE SEX ~QJOR 
l. EY.AB 2l. AREF 41. VTEO 
2. ADIE 22. BWOL 42. ROHA 
3. GPRI 23. ERAt1 43. LFTE 
4. ANDi'! 24. !{LUP 44. STUL 
5. SAL'1 25. ULRE 45. NRMe 
6. TMAO 26. OOT! 46. DOUR 
7. EUND 27. BOTL 47. TMRA 
B. LAOF 2B. INLK 4B. RPOE 
9. LTOC 29. LTHA 49. NACE 
10. EPRY 30. RABN 50. ECltlP 
11. Lt'VfBA 3l. TSDU 5l. RUTO 
12. PCAE 32. RPAM 52. AR\>/D 
13. PM1L 33. EGRA 53. LliIE 
14. REOL 34. GUPL 54. OIRT 
15. RTUN 35. SKOA 55. FGOL 
16. BGRU 36. LUEF 56. ;\PRW 
17. EAFT 37. NEMI 57. ~rr.CA 
lB. IDRG 3B. L~HE 5B. KROO 
19. FLTI 39. mCN 59. UAHL 
20. CEOn 40. DOLO 60. liJ,rffiA 
46· 
F-XVI 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. ZRAG 21- tHEM 41- ;:>CEA 
2. APtlR 22. UROM 42. VTOE 
3. LGPU 23. LTEF 43. IIINC 
4. Acm 24. ;tA1B 44. M'LI 
5. I\ROC 25. ACKS 45. ~RMA 
6. IUlAO 26. Almo 46. TAHL 
7. BOOR 27. DTOL 47. fIPW 
B. IGDR 28. UALH 48. OTAG 
9. EGPA 29. TORU 49. :Wfi. 
10. NAEO 30. RUTH 50. SOLT 
11- neOL 31- REHI 51- TSUD 
12. EKBA 32. TMOA 52. !.FAO 
13. NABL 3.3. UDEU 53. EATF 
14. DWLO 34. EAFR 54. DOEO 
15. ANl,Vl) 35. INKL 55. DROU 
16. ItEDI 36. EPYR 56. GRPI 
17. !1EIL 37. RPM! 57. LUFE 
lB. onR 3B. PLAM 5B. RLEO 
19. OOLT 39. TRMA 59. R.A»l 
20. 1IOO 40. UREL 60. EOPR 
47 
F-mr 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. ERG! 21. TROU 41. ACML 
2. TALl! 22. TNRU 42. LOOP 
3. EPAG 23. DRUC 43. OMNR 
4. PEAL 24. A:tv8T 44. AEID 
5. URLE 25. NDUE 45. AWND 
6. BTLO 26. LBCM 46. AMPR 
7. LFOA 27. REIH 47. KABE 
8. MPUS 28. ARIW 48. ERPI 
9. IGRD 29. LTFE 49. KINL 
10. MAER 30. RA.~lE 50. EARF 
lI. NCAE 31. EORP 51. PI.MA 
12. AvlOR 32. DCOE 52. HNCI 
13. ACSK 33. ECfl'V 53. MEL! 
14. RBAN 34. BRGU 54. TOAM 
15. NIME 35. RHOA 55. FTIL 
16. IGPR 36. OOKR 56. Cfl'GA 
17. RLOE 37. TUDS 57. SIMA 
lB. DLOO 3B. FOLG 58. SUTL 
19. EFAT 39. OCTL 59. MALB 
20. UEFL 40. ORIT 60. URAL 
48 
F-XVIll 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
. 
l. EPGA 2l. AMRP hl. GAER 
2. PEOA 22. BRUG 42. THAL 
3. DUCR 23. AOHR. LJ. DEOC 
4. UELF 24. oom~ 44. TRUO 
5. !BIIO 25. ELRU 45. ORTl 
6. RHEI 26. IIOFA 46. EFAR 
7. HNIO 27. FEAt! 47. N'MEl 
8. HIEL 28. EOV'l' 48. IGRP 
9. !1ULP 29. NORA 49. pJvtTR 
10. TEFL 30. DART.v 50. PMAL 
1l. ROEL 3l. IEOI' 5l. OMRN 
12. ARWP 32. '1'NUR 52. UHLA 
13. TOMA 33. EPOR 53. AWDN 
14. AKCS 34. TUSD 54. TAGO 
15. RENA 35. MBAL 55. IFLT 
16. DLOC 36. KAEB 56. IRDG 
17. EF'l'A 37. ALCl1 57. HEAR 
18. FOOL 38. LPGU 58. NEW 
19. OLOT 39. ERYP 59. SMAL 
20. AIED 40. KLDI 60. TLSU 
r-m 
JWm AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. PMLA 21. OtTO 41. OIMR 
2. DOOL 22. TELl 42. OAJ'L 
3. mAr 23. DEOO 43. UFEL 
4. :&LUR 24. EtOR 44. BUOR 
S. REWA 2,. 'l'UOR 4,. mm: 
6. IRGD 26. IOBN 46. IPGR 
7. HERA 21. LOBW 47. ARM'l 
8. mt 28. RlIIE 48. DAEI 
,. UD8'l' 29. MLEI 49. APMR 
10. TRW 30. LPUG ,0. AOEP 
11. BPRO .31- NEAO Sl. DURO 
12. JWt1I 32. AORB ,2. ULA.B 
1.3. DAIW .33. olea ,.3. AKEC 
1.4. SMLA .34. ClARE ,4 • GAEP 
15. TLUS 3, .. THt.A "0 ALMC 
16. TAOJ 36. DAWR ,6. EYRP 
11. DUD 31. IBl'O ,1. OTIR 
18. GJ'ID 38. Mt1PL ,8. lUL\B 
19. !Mal' 39. AWRP ;9. MBLA 
20. mov 40. ErRA 60. DAE 
,-xx 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. ARTM 21. WGP 41- TSW 
2. MLAB 22. ROOI 42. (lEAP 
). CIIRM 2). MRAE 4). PLMU 
4~ .lOPE 24. DAlE 44. III'!' 
5. MLIE 25. TRUN 45. GERA 
6. mIL 26. mAW 46. TLAB 
1. ULHA 27. ERLU 47. OBRU 
8. UMB 28. mo 48. EIMI 
9. OALJ' 29. AMLC 49. :mEA 
10. DRWA )0. EIPR 50. TURO 
11. IONB )1. APRM 51. OTCL 
12. U7LE )2. DCA ,2. OKRC 
1). TPEL )). AHCR ,). LOBT 
14. ASKC 34. ROW ,4. ALMP 
15. ER.PO )5. AM'l'O 5,. RIER 
16. GJ'OL .36. amI ,6 • ERAF 
17. Ul7lS )7. RNBA 57. RWAE 
18. MA )8. DOCE 58. IPRG 
19. TGAO 39. ELRO 59. DOLe 
20~ IUED 40. ALSM 60. AWPR 
F-XXI 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. MLBA 21. PERY 41. WAR 
2. IRGP 22. AOM'!' 42. orAL 
.3. RWEA 2.3. !MCL 43. twBO 
4. ASCK 24. mo 44. '17LI 
S. ATRM 25. GEPA 4S. tJLIr 
6. GBUR 26. Tst1L 46. ER11t 
7. TLHA 27. AURC 47. EIU( 
6. aRAE 26. ACEN 46. RDIG 
9. EROP 29. .ARPM 49. LUPO 
10. RCUD 30. TGOA SO. DEll 
11. ORCK 31. RAft Sl. MREA 
12. arLO 32. USl7l' S2. KNLI 
13. PARW 33. AMLS S3. AECP 
14. ALPM 34. EOLR $4. LOoo 
lS. ILTF 3S. twA 55. ORMN 
16. RITO 36. TtmR 56. DOEC 
17. ERrA 37. UORT 57. ABNR 
16. PMW 36. UDER S8. mH 
19. LO'l'B 39. AHLU 59. GlJ'O 
20. KEAB 40. mCN 60. RIllE 
52 
F-XXII 
NAME AGE SEX MAJOR 
1. ORKC 21. REBA 41. ORNM 
2. nOlR 22. CAML 42. lRPQ 
3. TLEF 23. AarM 43. ABRN 
4. EMIN 24. GPAE 44. PAWR 
5. ImlO 25. LTBO 45. OEPR 
6. LOOD 26. PEIR 46. ABUt 
1. AEPO 27. ABLM 47. tnmT 
8. LIm 28. umE 48. UtOS 
9. OFLA 29. GLOF 49. 1'010 
10. EHIR 30. AMSL 50. FAER 
11. RGDI 3l. USTD 51. GREA 
l2. EORL 32. TOAG 52. AHLT 
13. AMLP 33. WAER 53. ECDO 
14. DEIA 34. ULFE 54. OAKS 
15. PGLtJ 35. ClRBU ,5. EIML 
16. mOl 36. A'l'MR 56. AEON 
17. ARMP 31. I'l'FL 57. ARlIe 
18. PMUL 38. RAEM 58. 'l'ULS 
19. FE'l'A 39. RDCU 59. ROIT 
20. :£WAN 40. EURL 60. IWRA 
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